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Invitation to FIDIC National Business Day 

FIDIC Contracts & Transposition of New Directives on Public Procurement 

 

Dear Madame / Sir, 

The number one issue still facing this industry is Procurement – how, in fact, should 

consultants be selected, based on quality, and why? 

Guidelines produced by FIDIC (Quality Based Selection, Best Value Procurement and 

MEAT) and others offer some assistance.  So too do the new EU Directives on Procurement 

which, finally, begin to move in the right quality direction. 

Transposing all these guidelines into practice however, prove challenging – party due to 

ignorance by those working on such issues; but also partly due to the industry itself, and its 

inability to clearly state who a consulting engineer is, and what value that person brings to 

both the conception and realisation of investments in critical infrastructure. 

This Roundtable aims to bring many of the key players in the construction industry together; 

to share their understanding of these key issues, and their experiences in finding good 

solutions. 

The Consulting Engineer’s duties as a Procurement Advisor may appear relatively minor in 

comparison to the Consulting Engineer’s role in design and contract administration. However, 

the role of Procurement Advisor is fundamental in terms of establishing sound contractual 

relationships, which balance allocation of project risk, respect the goals and constraints of the 

owner, and effectively manage the delivery of sound infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The term procurement is used by FIDIC to mean the processes from identification of a project 

up to receipt of tenders and the award of contracts for its implementation.  

As projects become more complex and the breadth in choice of delivery systems becomes 

wider, owners often turn to the Consulting Engineer to carry out the procurement activities  

The selection of such a trusted advisor cannot be made on price aloneThe choice must be 

made on demonstrated competence and qualification for the type of professional services 

required at a fair and reasonable price.  This is the approach that is endorsed and supported by 

FIDIC. 

It is vital therefore that the Consulting Engineer be well versed both in procurement policies 

and procedures, as well as understand the various contract options, and managing the use of 

the correct contract form. 

The Devil is in the Detail, they say; and this is especially so when it comes to the 

understanding and interpretation of good procurement practices at the national level.  

- How does one achieve a common understanding of a Directive? 

- What should be taken into consideration when accommodating national law? 

- Having selected the right form of contract, how best to modify it to meet national 

requirements 

- Given the need for highly qualified consultants to advise clients, financiers, and 

constructors, what key criteria will assist evaluators in the selection of the best advice 

possible? 

- Is all this really rocket science, or are their practical solutions? 

You are all encouraged, nay, urged, to attend this unique Forum, in which you will increase 

and expand your knowledge of the issues, challenges, and solutions. 

 

On behalf of 

FIDIC         ARIC 

Enrico Vink        Michael Stanciu 

Managing Director       Presidents 

 


